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	In this compelling opus on reform, driven by extensive research, authoritative anecdotes, and insider interviews, eminent law professor and legal theorist Joel Bakan points out that as a legal and economic entity, the modern corporation is essentially pathological in nature, placing the profit motive above any social value or accountability. But a change is in the wind. The recent spate of corporate scandals are causing companies to consider and put into effect a heightened social responsibility. In THE CORPORATION, Bakan backs his premise with the following claims: Corporations are required by law to elevate their own interests above those of others, making them prone to prey upon and exploit others without regard for legal rules or moral limits; The corporation's unbridled self-interest victimizes individuals, the environment and even shareholders, and can cause corporations to self-destruct; Governments have abdicated control over the corporation, despite its flawed character, by freeing it from legal constraints through deregulation and by granting it ever greater authority over society through privatisation Despite the structural failings found in many corporations, Bakan believes that change is possible and outlines a far-reaching programme to bring reform through legal regulation and democratic control.
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IC Interconnect AnalysisSpringer, 2002
As integrated circuit (IC) feature sizes scaled below a quarter  of a micron, thereby defining the deep submicron (DSM) era, there  began a gradual shift in the impact on performance due to the metal  interconnections among the active circuit components. Once viewed as  merely parasitics in terms of their relevance to the overall circuit  behavior,...
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Tendon InjuriesSpringer, 2005

	Tendon ailments are a significant cause of morbidity among athletes of all levels and are increasing in prevalence. Their management is often empirical, and para-scientific, only looking at the biological aspects of tendon ailments. This book conveys a comprehensive and concise body of knowledge on the management of tendon problems in...
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MediaWiki Administrators' Tutorial Guide: Install, manage, and customize your MediaWiki installationPackt Publishing, 2007
MediaWiki is a free tool to create and manage wiki sites. A wiki simplifies the creation of a collaborative environment where anyone can participate and contribute without having knowledge about web programming. MediaWiki is the most popular open-source software used for creating wiki sites.

Wikipedia, the biggest online content...
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Advanced 3D Game Programming with DirectX 10.0 (Wordware Game and Graphics Library)Jones and Bartlett Publishers, 2008

	Advanced 3D Game Programming with DirectX 10.0 provides a guide to developing cutting-edge games using DirectX 10.0. Beginning with the foundations of 3D math and the components of DirectX, programmers new to graphics and game programming will learn how to implement networking, collision detection, and multithreading. Full source code is...
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PMP Rapid ReviewMicrosoft Press, 2013

	Be one of the thousands of people to pass the PMP Examination using Sean's materials!!

	Assess your readiness for the updated PMP Exam--and quickly identify where you need to focus and practice using material organized by the actual exam topics you will be tested on from the PMP Examination Content Outline! No other PMP...
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Creating a Website: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	
		These days, it’s all but impossible to find someone who hasn’t heard of the Internet. Companies create websites before they make business plans. Political activists skip the debates and trash-talk their opponents online. Even formerly technophobic grandmothers spend hours emailing old friends (and selling the odd family...
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